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During an adventure into the criminal underworld, Han Solo meets his future copilot Chewbacca and
encounters Lando Calrissian years before joining the Rebellion. With the emerging demand of
hyperfuel and other resources, Han Solo finds himself in the middle of a heist alongside other
criminals, where they meet the likes of Chewbacca and Lando Calrissian in an adventurous situation
exposing the criminal underworld. OK, OK, sure, this is a cash grab by Disney, they're making more
money off the Star Wars legacy, OK, sure, this could compromise what Star Wars means, alright, let's
get past that. Given you're reading this review I'm not going to go over the details on what this film
is about, and instead focus on my first initial impressions after watching this at a late Thursday night
showing.

Solo: A Star Wars Story is a decent film that adds to the story arc of one of Star Wars' most famous
characters, Han Solo. Alden Ehrenreich does a great job at portraying the morally ambiguous outlaw
we come to love in the original Star Wars film; his performance conveys a bit of Harrison Ford's
original charm, but adds a new personal spin with Ehrenreich's own brand of charm and wit. The film
knows he can't be exactly Harrison Ford, and instead focuses on what makes Han Solo Han Solo. It's
more character development for him. Donald Glover also does an excellent job portraying Lando
Calrissian, adding particularly extra effort to emulate his inner Billy Dee Williams impersonation with
Donald Glover humor and charm.

The story is so-so. I found it very anti-climactic at some points; I think, with Star Wars films, we're so
accustomed to these big grand finales or big battles in each film that it's a bit unexpected to see
that this film just "ends" like that with some really minor battles and firefights. There are also some
ways that the film's plot tries to incorporate the Rebellion culture that ultimately ends up forming the
bulk of the Rebellion, and it feels a bit forced down and ham-fisted into the plot for the sake of trying
to get Han out of some mess he's in, and not add anything to the Rebellion storyline in the greater
Star Wars universe (as Rogue One did). The plus side is we see some iconic moments in Star Wars
folklore come to life on screen, including the Kessel Run and the Millennium Falcon's origins (as well
as its context)!

This film is loaded with action sequences, and none of them are necessarily drivel or weak. Ron
Howard employs a documentary-like style at times to place viewers in the action, and the use of
handheld camera really adds to the sense of urgency and interaction in the crew depicted in the film.

Overall, Solo brings some of the most talked-about moments in Star Wars folklore to life on the
screen, letting audiences witnessing the near-legend-like origins of Han Solo and how he becomes
the well-connected smuggler outlaw that we come to love in the Star Wars saga. With subtle and
surprise references and cameos, the film opens up the possibility of more to come, and leaves the
audience with a fun, brief visitation into the world of Star Wars. This a great spinoff. We know
everything what we wanted to know about Han's early life. Keep calm and enjoy this movie!

Nowadays spinoffs are better than saga movies... Solo may not really develop its title character or
justify why it needed to exist, but it still delivers a fun time. Unknown. However, it's somewhat likely
that Jabba had been a client of Han's for a long time. a5c7b9f00b 
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